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[First in a Series)

0 ver the next few issues, ~would like to discuss how

new noise barrier designs are evaluated by most government agencies, and some of the common pitfalls and
obstructions which both the manufacturers and the
approving agencies face during this process. The need
for such a discussion was amply demonstrated by the
reader response to my article in the July/August issue of
this publication. The number of requests for the copies
of the draft Canadian Standard Association’s Standard
for Noise Barriers was overwhelm ing, and you r copy
should be in the mail shortly ifyou have not already received
it.
As a Design Development Analystwith the Ontario Provincial
government for the past 1 0 years, my main function has been to
evaluate new product submissions, particularly highway traffic
noise barriers. Each year, I receive hundreds of requests from
manufacturers, inquiring how to prepare a noise barrier design
submission for pre-approval. For the most part, this has been a
very gratifying experience, watching new ideas blossom into
truly unique and valuable products. But, on some occasions it has
also proved to be frustrating for both myselfand the manufacturer.
In these articles, it is my intention to try to provide a better
understanding of what both our roles should be in an effort to
protect the taxpayers’ money and ensuring that they get the best
and most cost effective product for their money. I will also
examine some of the seemingly insurmountable problems
that manufacturers face when dealing with a large bureaucratic government agency and what can be done to improve
this situation.
The firstgovernment contactwith any manufacturercan often
be quite a learning experiencefor both parties. For the manufacturer, simply finding the right person in a bureaucracy to speak
with is occasionally time-consuming and exasperating. By the
time the manufacturerreaches someone in my same position, he
or she may have talked with dozens of people within the agency
who have listened pot itely but have no idea ofwhatthe manufacturer is talking about or how to help them. This first contact with
a government agency may leave the manufacturer in a state of
frustration and dampen their enthusiasm for entering this market.
Many government agencies and approving bodies have a
well-structured product evaluation and approval process with a
specific office or person assigned as the coordinator. The key is
in knowing which office has this function as a mandate. The best
way to finding the right person is to obtain a copy ofthe agency’s
telephone directory. If these are not available to the publ ic, or if
the agency is reluctant to hand these out, then contact their head
office and ask to speak with someone in any of the following
offices: Procurement, Purchasing, Contracts Administration
or even something as clear and simple as Product Evaluation
and Approvals.
Perhaps a better approach would be to send a letter to the
head administrator of the agency, briefly outlining your proposal and requesting assistance. You should get an answer
back within a short time from the office which acts as a
clearing house for all products, or from the approvals coordinator for that specific product, advising you how to proceed.
And, please don’t waste your time and ours by opening with,
“My company has recently developed a new noise barrier design
and we would like to have it approved within the next few days
in order for us to bid on the contract which closes next Wednesday”. I will explain to you why that approach has not the sIightest
chance for success.
What many manufacturers do not realize is that a noise barrier
is probably one of the most complex products that an agency

deals with. There are at least eight different offices or
fields of interest which are involved in the evaluation
and approval of a noise barrier design: acoustical,
structural, foundations, aesthetics, material composition, safety, field construction and maintenance.
Persons in each ofthese fields will wantto review
the manufacturer’s submission and provide their own
comments. These comments are then returned to the
approvals coordinator who summarizes these and
informs themanufacturerofthe agency’s initial evaluation ofthe product. This cycle could be repeated several times
until the agency is satisfied that the product meets the current
requirements. This process may take weeks, months or even
years, depending upon the complexity of the product and the
materials used.
The most common mistake made by many manufacturers is
in delaying initial contact with the approving agency until the
noise barrier product has been fully developed. One apparent
reason for this is the completely understandable effort of the
manufacturer to protect and maintain proprietorship of the
design concept and/or the material composition. This could be
a costly mistake. I often receive submissions where the manufacturer has spent enormous amounts of time and money in
developing his design concept to the extent of preparing
detailed drawings, full production molds and in some cases
to the magnitude of modifying their plant to accommodate
the new production line, all without knowing what our
specific requirements are.
There is nothing more difficult for an approvals coordinator
than to tell a manufacturerthat “Yes, your product is certainly a
unique design conceptand itappears to have great potential, but
it simply does not meet our established standards”. The
reactions of the manufacturervary, but most are of disappointment, frustration and anger.
It is extremely important at the outset for the manufacturerto
inform the coordinator that the product is ofa proprietary nature
and should be held in the strictest of confidence. Some
manufacturers may have a form of confidential disclosure,orthe
government agency may have other means of protecting proprietary technology during the evaluation process. The coordinator is then obliged to inform all parties reviewing the submission
that the information contained in the submission is confidential
and must not be discussed with others who are not involved in
the approvals process.
It is also important to appreciate that the agency should be
there to help the manufacturerright from the conceptual stage,
in gaining a better understanding of the agency’s needs and
requirements. Even though the agency may have published
well-developed standardsfor noise barriers, these requirements
are usually not all inclusive and do not cover every conceivable
material or design. Spend a few extra hours tracking down the
right person and get a proper interpretation as to how the
standards relate specifically to the product and design being
contemplated. The time spent initially, could mean the difference between success and failure.
In the next issue of The Wall Journal, I will discuss “Preparing
the Submission”.

Soren Pedersen is a Design Development Analyst for the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario, head office located in Toronto,
Ontario, Canada. He may be contacted by telephone at 416
235-3509, or by fax at 416 235-5314.
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by Bob Armstrong

IdSimpleVersion” ofFHWA Model: There
and blend well with the natural environment. However
is continued interest in a quick and easy they may require irrigation in dry climates as well as more
right-of-way than conventional barriers.
~~1 method for calculating highway traffic
noise levels. This method, called the
“Simrle Version” of th~
ftIWA I1i~hw~y Did you know that, ,,An article in the August issue of

I
Ii
I

Traffic Noise Prediction Model (FHWA
~ Model), is a microcomputer version of
what was originally developed for a programmable calculator. It is an excellent screening tool and allows fast
calculation oftraffic noise levels for simple situations. It
requires making approximations to fit more complex sites.
Its use with laptop or notebook computers is helpful in
making field noise measurements to validate the FHWA
model for a receptor location. Copies of the “Simple
Version”, with instructions for use, can be obtained by
sending a formatted floppydiskette (3 1/2’ or 5 1 /4”— high
or low density) to: FHWA, 400 7th Street, S.W. (HEP-41),
Washington, D.C. 20590, Attn: Bob Armstrong.
“Living Barriers”: What is meant by “living barriers”?
The phrase is intended to be distinct from earth berms and
applies to freestanding noise barriers composed of an
internal framework that has been filled with organic material and planted with vegetation. Several different designs
for the framework of the barriers have been developed
which include the use of woven willow vegetation, concrete modules, stainless steel mesh, and galvanized
chainlink fencing. “Living barriers” are visually appealing

Public Innovation Abroaddescribes the experimental

use in France of a series of perforated, non-corroding
metal columns filled with used tires cut in half (semicircular) to act as traffic noise barriers. The new noise
barrier received the “Gold Decibel” award from the
French Noise Protection Council.
What measurement equipment do you use? The
FHWA frequently gets requests for the names of yendors of h ighway traffic noise measurement equipment.
We have information on the following manufacturers:
Bruel & Kjaer Instruments, Inc.; CTECH-lvie, Inc.;
Larson-Davis Laboratories: Metroson ics, Inc.; Quest
Electronics; and Rion Company, Ltd. We would be
pleased to learn of additional manufacturers of equipment being used to measure traffic noise.

Questions and comments concerning this column should
be directed to Bob Am~strongat (202) 366-2073 or Steve
Ronning at (202) 366-2078.

Pubii~Iion Poifty ~nd Pbi!osophy
T he Wall Journal was established as a communications

and re-cording medium for the affairs, technical information and activities of all those persons who are involved
with transportation-related environmental noise issues.
The Journal will be an impartial observer and reporter of
the timely intellectual and practical con-tributions to the
state-of-the-art made by these persons. The Journal will
also preside as a bulletin board forthe free interchange and
distribution of ideas, concepts, test reports, field experience and technical devel-opment.
The Wall Journal cannot exist without input from our
readers. We cannot be at all places and times where
intellectual achievement is being accomplished, nor will
we publish fiction or contrived editorial fill. You, our
readers, will be the sole source ofall editorial material we
publish. Therefore, ifyou wish TheJournal to continue, it
is imperative thatyou all make a contribution. You deserve
to have a forum for your technical achievements, and your
fellow readers deserve to share that information. You are
our authors; The Wall Journal is presently being mailed to
morethan 2,000 readers with interestssimilarto yours. We
are confident our worldwide readership will perhaps
double, with your help.
The Wall Journal is being distributed free-of-charge to
federal, state and municipal engineers, designers, planners
and administrative personnel. This is the only ‘payment’
we can make for your contributions. Since The Wall
Journal is not an eleemosynary institution, we must look
elsewhereto recoverthe costofpubl ishing anddistributing
The Journal. We must look to consulting engineers,
contractors and material suppliers to provide operating
funds from the sale of subscriptions and advertisements.
Thus, we have a synergistic relationship between our
readers who provide the editorial material at no charge,
and the private sector which pays the bills, but is the
recipient of business generated by the work ofthe readers.
Stated simply, the more editorial and news material we
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receive from readers, the greater the circulation we can
develop, which makes The Journal more attractive as an
advertising medium to the private sector, which in turn
provides more funds and allows more improvement in the
depth and quality ofthe publication, which in turn builds
greater readership... the spiral continues.

_

by El Angove

A5 our Publication Philosophyand Policy

(printed elsewhere in this issue) states,
The WaIl Journal is distributed free of
charge to federal, state and local government officials. This issue is being distributed to 704 readers in that category, and
the number is climbing rapidly as we add to our database.
These officials are our prime readership, for which The
Wall Journal was established, and we hope that their
number increases to 2,000 globally.
Our total mailing of this issue is 2,027 copies. Readership breakdown is as follows:
Consulting Engineers (U.S.)
813
Federal Officials (U.S.)
155
State Officials (U.S.)
308
Local Officials (U.S.)
177
Canadian and Abroad
253
Vendors
124
Authorities & Gov’t. Ass’ns
64
Others (unsorted)
1 33
Total
2,027
Our bare costs for this issue, including imagesetting,
printing, sorting and postage (not including overhead or
salaries) total $1 .50 per copy. As you can see, this is not an
inexpensive enterprise. Obviously, we must obtain revenues in the form of subscriptions and advertising from the
private sector. To date, the response has been a bit disappointing, but we realize that The Wall Journal is quite new
and that it will take some time to get the ball rolling. We
do hope that you may decide soonwhether or not you wish
to continue to receive The Journal.
On page 8 are some forms for registering as a reader.
We ask you to register even though you may be a government official entitled to a free subscription; we wish to
ascertain that our mailing information is correct and that
you are interested in receiving this publication. If you
belong to the private sector (consultant, vendor, contractor
or other), we ask that you subscribe in order to provide the
revenues to help cover the cost of publishing. If you also
advertise, your contribution to operating costs is significant.
Reader registration is important. We will soon not be
able to mail copies of The Wall Journal to unregistered
readers. When that occurs, all readers who have already
paid their subscriptions will automatically have the anniversary date oftheir one-year (10 issue) subscription made
effective as of the date of the next issue.
As the saying goes, “Thank you for your support”.

MONO-WALL
Introducing an innovative wall design for the contractor,
owner, developer and specifier looking for a wall system
with a high level of aesthetics at a low installed cost.
MONO-WALLs precast concrete construction provides
long-life, maintenance-free benefits, coupled with the versatile beauty of precast architectural concrete textures and
patterns.
Value Engineered Cost Savings
Eliminates:
• Spacing of individual posts
• Setting verticality of posts
• 50% of post/panel joints
• 50% of vertical joints to seal
• Top-setting of panels into posts
• Different panels for pier-supported straight line and
free-standing undulating walls
• In-ground post foundations for free-standing walls
• Different joinery for curves, corners, and grades
PRECASTER LICENSES AVAILABLE

MONO-WAL~7”

PICKETT WALL SYSTEMS, Inc.
4028

North Ocean Drive, Hollywood, FL 33019
Tel. 305 927-1529

‘N~for_sound_solutions

(onfributinq Editors

lound Bites

Cary Adkins (1, 2)
Bob Armstrong (1, 2,3)
Domenick Billera (1,3)
Bill Bowlby (1, 2)
Louis Cohn (2)
Harvey Knauer (2)
Win Lindeman (2)
Soren Pedersen (1,3)

Overheard in the audience atthe Al F04 Committee meeting in Colorado Springs after TX DOT’s Cynthia
Wilson finished her interesting presentation on the unique concept of constructingnoise barriers by stacking
used tires: “Well, I’ve heard ofa car leaving tire marks on highway barriers, butthis isthe first time I’ve heard
of a barrier which could leave tire marks on the car”.
At the same meeting:
El Angove (center) says to Bill Pickett (left)
about Soren Pedersen (right): “No, Bill. Soren’s
not crying because of what you said to him last
night at the bar. His open can of soda just
turned over in his apron”. (Aprons stuffed with
lunch goodies for a bus tour, courtesy of The
Reinforced Earth Company).

Note: numbers in ( ) are the issue numbers in which articles of the
contributing Editor have appeared.

POSITION AVAILABLE
Sr. Noise Barrier Design Specialist
Leading highway design and environmental planning
firm is seeking a noise barrier designer with at least five
years experience designing barriers and using the
STAMIN,VOPTIMA models.

“They’ll n-n-never b-b-believe that w-wwe c-c-c-climbed all the w-w-way to the t-ttop.” (Temperature: 34 degrees in the clouds
and light snow). Hans Rerup, Chris Blaney,
Soren Pedersen, El Angove)

McCormick, Taylor & Associates, Inc. offers a
competitive salary, benefits program and
advancement opportunities.
Please send resume to:
Bert Cossaboon
McCormick, Taylor & Associates, Inc.
Mellon Independence Center, Suite 6000
701 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Qualified Minority and/or Female Applicants are encouraged
to apply. EOE/M/FAt/H.

BOWLBY—
& ASSOCIATES, INC.

Ed. Note: As you can see, we are in dire need of some light-hearted anecdotes and photos. All suitable
material will be published.

TrafflcNoiseCAD
Exciting new graphical software
for creating, displaying and
editing STA1VITNA files

• Without graphical assistance, STAMINA 2.0 data files can be cumbersome to
create and difficult to correct.

Laye,O
TA AF PC
NOSE
CAD

• Use TrafficNoiseCAD to create STAMINA 2.0 files from highway plans using a
digitizing table or from highway design drawing files (DWG or DXF format) loaded in
computer memory. Read and graphically edit previously created STAMINA files.

DOlE

• These capabilities will dramatically increase your efficiency and enable you to
graphically view your files as well as those of your consultants or subcontractors!
• View files isometrically or in true 3-D perspective. Use AutoCAD display features
such as rotating, zooming, panning, hidden line removal, and shading.
• The new AutoCAD Release 1 2 also allows you to view or edit data using dialog
boxes.
• Display STAMINA sound level results on your drawing.
• System requirements: AutoCAD Release 11 or 1 2, with IBM compatible 80386/87 or 80486 microcomputer
with at least 4 Mb RAM (8 Mb for Release 12), [GA or VGA color graphics; and mouse or digitizer. Desired
peripherals include any plotter or printer supported by AutoCAD.
Release 11 version available for Caltrans’ SOUND32 program!
For more information call or write: Bowlby & Associates, Inc., 2014 Broadway, Suite 210, Nashville, TN 37203-2425. Phone: (61 5)327-81 30, Fax: (61 5)327-81 37.
AutoCAD is a registered trademark of Autodesk, Inc.; IBM is a registtered trademark of IBM, Inc.; TrauuicNoiseCAD is copyrighted by Vanderhuilt University, (991, all rights reserved, and hcensed to, dotribution to Bow(by & Associ&es, Inc.
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~eren(e(aIenda,(RecentandFuture~~~
_______________________________________
October 6-9, 1992
Acoustics Week in Canada
At: Sheraton Plaza 500 Hotel, Vancouver, B.C., Canada
Sponsored by: Canadian Acoustic Association
P.O. Box 1351, Station “F”
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 2V9
Tel: (416) 823-3200
October 12-14, 1992
VDE Kongress ‘92
At: Köln, Germany
Contact: VDE Zentralstelle
Tagungen und Seminare
Stresemannallee 15
D-6000 Frankfurt, 70, Germany
-

-

October 19-23, 1992
Acoustical Society of America Conference
At: Memphis, Tennessee
Contact: Acoustical Society of America
500 Sunnyside Boulevard
Woodbury, New York 11797, USA
Tel: (516) 349-7800, Ext. 481
-

October 25-28, 1992
ASCE International Conference on High Speed Ground
Transportation (HSGT) Systems
At: Disney’s Contemporary Resort Hotel, Lake Buena
Vista, Orlando, Florida, USA
Sponsored by: Urban Transportation Division Committee on HSGT, Florida Sec., ASCE
Contact: Dr. Murthy V.A. Bondada, P.E.
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105, USA
Tel: (717) 763-7211 Fax: (717) 763-8150

May 10-13, 1993
SAE Noise and Vibration Conference and Exposition
At: Grand Traverse Resort, Traverse City, Michigan
Contact: Ms. Patricia Gouhig
SAE Specialty Conference Administrator
400 Commonwealth Drive
Warrendale, Pennsylvania 15096, USA
Fax: (412) 776-0002
Deadlines: Abstract October 1, 1992
Draft MS January 4, 1993
Final MS March 15, 1993
-

_

3rd French Conference on Acoustics
At: Toulouse, France
Contact: 3 ème Congres Francais D’Acoustique
UniversitO Toulouse-le-Mirail
Centre de Promotion de Ia Recherche Scientifique
5 Allées Antonio Machado
31058 Toulouse Cedex France
Tel: (33) 61-50-44-68 Fax: (33) 61-50-42-09

-

July 6-9, 1993
The 6th International Congress on Noise as a Public
Health Problem
At: The French Riviera, Nice, France
Organizers: The French National Institute for Transport
and Safety Research (INRETS, Lyon-Bron)
Contact: Noise and Man ‘93
INRETS-LEN
Case 24
F-69675 BRON CEDEX, France

August 29-31, 1994
Inter-Noise ‘94
At: Pacific Convention Plaza, Yokohama, Japan
Contact: Inter-Noise ‘94 Congress Secretariat
Sone Lab, R.I.E.C., Tohuku University
2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-Ku, Sendai, 980 Japan
Fax: +81-22-263-9848
-

August 24-26, 1993
Inter-Noise ‘93
At: Leuven, Belgium
Contact: Ms. Christine Mortelmans
Technological Institute
K VIV
Desguinlei 214
B-2018, Antwerpen, Belgium
Tel: (03) 21609 96 Fax (03) 2160689
Deadlines: Abstract December 15, 1992
Draft MS February 15, 1993
Final MS April 15, 1993
-

(orredion
In the lead article on PennDOT’s 1-95 Intermodal
Mobility Project in our September issue, we listed an
incorrect phone number for Harvey Knauer.

-

Mr. Knauer may be contacted by telephone at
215-964-6537, or by fax at 215-964-2603.

November 4-6, 1992
TMA Summit for Transportation Management Assns.
At: Williamsburg Hilton & National Conference Center,
Williamsburg, Virginia
Sponsorships: Federal Transit Admin., Department of
Energy, Federal Highway Admin.
Contact: Ms. Diane Davidson
Executive Director, Brentwood Area TMA
Brentwood, Tennessee, USA
Tel: (615) 370-4293
-

The Worldwide Leader
in Sound-Absorptive Noise Barriers
©

November 18-21, 1992
Tonmeistertagung 1992
At: Bergheim, Germany
Contact: Bildungswerk des Verbandes Deutscher
Tonmeister
Honiggasse 16
D-5010, Bergheim 12, Germany

With more than 50 years of proven performance in manufacture of products for building construction and
April 28-30, 1993
Second Conference on Recent Advances in Active Control of Sound and Vibration
At: Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
Blacksburg, Virginia
Contact: Ms. Dawn Williams, Conference Coordinator
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Mechanical Engineering Department
203 Randolph Hall
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061-0238, USA
Tel: (703) 231-4162 Fax: (703) 231-9100

highway noise abatement, DURISOL has been established as a world leader ofquality accoustical construction
systems at competitive prices. Our clients are serviced from manufacturing plants in 14 countries:

Manufacturing licenses are available in selected geographic
locations. We cooperatein materials research,processtechnologies,
product and application development, engineering and design,
and international marketing and sales.

Phone, Fax or write, for full ii~form,ationon produds,
services and lIcensIng.
World Headquarters
DURISOL INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
95 Frid Street, Hamilton, Ontario L8P 4M3, Canada
Tel.416-521-0999 • Fax 416-525-8658
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ALGERIA
AUSTRIA
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FRANCE
GERMANY
HOLLAND
HUNGARY
ITALY
JAPAN
UGOSLAVIA
MOROCCO
SPAIN
SWITZERLAND
UNITED STATES
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Ibe Bulletin Board

by Domenick Billera, Chairman

It

seems to me that we are at a critical
juncture in this whole thing we call highway traffic noise abatement. Homeowners
along highways are increasing their demands for noise abatement, and noise
barriers seem to be going up everywhere. Butat$2 mill ion per
mile (New Jersey costs), this is becoming a serious drain on
beleaguered state economies.
Remember when we started these programs and had a
viable economy with reasonable governmentfunding levels?
Those days are gone. With our infrastructure coming apart at
the seams, DOT’s are hard pressed to find the funds forthings
likeType II noise barriers. Also,as moreextensivewall systems
are constructed, I’m seeing (and hearing) a backlash from
highway userswho feel walled-in and resenttheir loss ofview
from the highway.
We have toadoptthe battlecry ofthe ‘90s... do more with
less.., and deal convincingly with these issues. Barrier costs
must be brought down; perhaps alternative materials are the
answer. I hope that settling for shorter, lower walls with less
barrier insertion loss is notthe answer. Also, the views lost by
residents and the highway users must be replaced! One
texture, one color fits all does not cut it! The landscape
adjacent to the highway changes along the journey; so too
should the ‘barrierscape.’
The world ofhighway noise abatement has a great many
dedicated and far-sighted people. I hope that through their
efforts we will develop solutions to these problems, so that
public opposition and a lack of funds are not convenient
reasons to downplay governmental efforts to mitigate highway traffic noise.

Ed. Note: We hope that our readers will make use
of this new column as a means of reaching an audience of more than 2,000 people with similar interests.
You may use The Bulletin Board to exchange technical information, to announce research projects, to
seek input on specific subjects, or even to advertise
your used spectrum analyzer for sale.
Our first participant is Professor James D.
Chalupnik ofthe University of Washington, who is
seeking fundin8 for a research project. His précis of
the project follows:
Title: Free-Field Performance of Absorptive Materials
Used in Noise Barriers
By James D. Chalupnik
Problem: Many of the absorptive materials used in
highway applications operate in the free field of
sound, but the performance of these materials are
evaluated in laboratories under diffuse field conditions. Obviously, the data is not completely reliable.
This was particularly noticeable in a recent study
performed by (SVRL)5 and WSDOT in which several
vendors supplied data that was questionable. Improved data is needed so that the effectiveness of
highway systems using these absorptive materials can
be more accurately predicted.
Research Approach: The standard test to determine acoustical absorption is to place a specimen of
the material in a calibrated reverberant room and
measure the change in reverberation time in the

room. Since the room is reverberant, the sound field
is diffuse. It is possible to test these characteristics
underfree-field conditions, butthetechniques are not
so well-known, and few laboratories are set up to
perform these tests. A simplified technique for performing these tests has been developed at SVRL,
which will allow us to determine absorptive characteristics of typical materials used in highway absorptive noise barriers. Furthermore, it is proposed that
these tests measure the reflection coefficient at a
number of frequencies and reflection angles.
The approach is to use impulsive sounds generated
by a starter’s pistol or similar small explosive charge.
The acoustical spectrum of the sound striking the test
panel is recorded and transformed using the Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) method. Reflected sound at
a prescribed angular offset is similarly measured and
a ratio of the two is formed. After allowance is made
for the increased distance that the reflected sound
travels, the frequency and angular dependent absorption coefficient is calculated.
Sample panels of approximately six of the more
frequently used absorptive materials will be tested. It
is assumed that these specimens can be obtained from
the vendors, gratis.
*Sou nd and Vibration Research Laboratory, Department
of Mechanical Engineering, University of Washington.

Professor Chalupnik may be reached by telephone at
206 543-5397, or by fax at 203 685-8047.

Domenick Billera is Manager, Air and Noise Section,
New Jersey DOT, phone 609-530-2834.

THERE’S NOTHING ROTTEN
WITH FENCE-CRETE
Build it and forget it. It’s that
simple Unlike wooden fences,
Fence-Crete maintains its
structural integrity. As a precast
concrete post and panel wall
system, Fence-Crete will not
succumb to insects or the
elements. It will stand the test
of time!

Machine manufactured utilizing
a dry cast concrete mix, FenceCrete is available in different
sizes, colors and patterns for
acded design flexibility. Installation is a snap.~ The strength
and beauty of a Fence-Crete
precast wall system is only surpassed by its economical price.

There are many practical uses
for a Fence-Crete wall system.
Just look around! You can add
valueto any construction project
from highway sound barrier
installations and facilities
beautification projects to
security access control. Find out
more about Fence-Crete today.

FOR MORE

INFORMATION:
1400 ~777-7973
3515 Kings Highway,Downingtown, PA
19335, (215) 269-4685, (215) 873-8431 FAX

FADDIS
CONCRETE PRODUCTS
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Presented at the TRB AIFO4 Summer Meeting at Colorado Springs: July 13..15~1992
The following, printed in orderofpresentation, are
summaries ofthe papers presented on the final day of
the Colorado Springs meeting. The summaries of the
first 12 papers were printed in the September issue of
The Wall Journal.
These papers are the first in a continuing series
which will provide a chronicle ofall the professional
papers presented at A 1 F04 winter and summer meetin8s beginning in 1978. When the series is complete,
we will publish an indexed, categorized compilation
ofall thepapers that willprovide a handy reference to
the technical presentations of the meetings. We
welcome and would appreciate any assistance in
accumulating this historical data. -ed.

Authors:
Roger L, Wayson, Ph.D., P.E., Win Undeman,
and Tim Ogle
Roger Wayson Ph.D., P.E., and Tim Ogle,
University of Central Florida
CEE Dept., Post Office Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816-0450
Phone: 407 823-2480
Fax: 407 823-5483
Win Lindeman

Florida Department of Transportation
605 Suwannee Street, Mail Stop 37
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0450
Phone: 904 488-2914
Fax: 904 922-7292
Active Noise and Vibration ‘echnologies
Research and Deve opment Programme

Reference Energy Mean Emission Levels

The Florida Experience
The University of Central Florida, in conjunction
with the Florida Department of Transportation has
conducted research to establish updated, highway
noise reference energy mean emission levels specific
for Florida. This was accomplished through a measurement and modeling program and a review of past
data collection efforts. The results of the measurements and modeling were then used to modify the
computer model, STAMINA 2.0. Not only were the
reference levels reevaluated, but the applicable speed
range was extended.
Other important findings also came out of this
research. It would deem that the three basic vehicle
types should be expanded to at least four types. This
is necessary because while automobiles and heavy
trucks tend to validate past studies, the medium truck
category has a large variance due to the definition of
the vehicle type. Also, the vehicle frequency spectra
observed at higher speeds did not compare well to the
basic frequency of 500 Hertz used in STAMINA 2.0
during barrier analysis. Since the frequency is a primary consideration of wall height, perhaps additional
considerations would seem to be warranted such as
multiple frequency analysis during barrier design.
This report documents the steps used in this research, presents the data analysis, and documents
the steps necessary for computer implementation.

Active noise and vibration reduction is an emerging
technology which has advantages over passive control in
many circumstances. Active reduction is the use of
additional active sources to cancel the effect of unwanted
sound or vibration and is most effective at the lower
frequencies that are difficult or expensive to control by
passive means. Active control is best applied to the
source of the unwanted sound to suppress any radiation
to the environment. An example of source control is the
ANVT Electronic Muffler System (EMS), in which a
canceling actuator is connected to the end of an engine
exhaust. The EMS uses a microphone to sense the
exhaust noise and feedback through a digital signal
processor to produce an anti-noise that cancels the
exhaust noise. The EMS replaces a conventional muffler
and since it is attached to a straight pipe exhaust reduces
engine back pressure and improves both engine performance and fuel efficiency.
In situations where direct control of the sound source
is not possible an alternative is to protect the receiver.
Lightweight active headsets perform better than bulkier
passive headsets and have the advantage of selective
attenuation, reducing the noise from unwanted sources
while transmitting speech, communication and warning
signals. The active control of the sound transmission
path is also possible in some circumstances, for example
in HVAC ducts or within vehicle cabins. Active acoustic
barriers have been proposed and may be an important
application in the future.

TIMBAWALL
“State ofthe Art Aesthetics and Performance”
~ SYSTEMS Reflective. Single and dualface
absorptive. Retrofit absorptive. Patented
proprietary designs
~ PERFORMANCE Exceeds all current NRC, SIC, and
performance based specifications
~j Materials Naturally durable hardwoods. Pressure-treated
softwoods. Mineral wool based products
Li DESIGN Universal post type compatibility. Ease of
installation. Relocatable
~ AESTHETICS Natural beauty and warmth of
timber. Contrast to traditional road construction
materials. Color, texture and pattern variety. Transparent
panels. Clinging vegetation
~ DURABILITY Superior service life. Available Class A
fire-rating
~JSAFETY Overpass cabling systems. Emergency access
systems. Built-in security lighting
~ INSTALLATION Light weight. Unitized assembly
~ MAINTENANCE No paints, stains or graffiti-resistant
coatings are required
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The U.S. Department of Transportation, Research
and Special Programs Administration, Volpe National
Transportation Systems Center (U.S.DOT/RSPA/
VNTSC), in support of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and seventeen sponsoringstate transportation agencies, conducted a highway noise measurement
program at a barrier site along Interstate 495 in Montgomery County, Maryland. The objective of the study
was to measure the degradation in acoustic performance
of a highway noise barrier due to the close proximity of a
parallel barrier on the opposite side ofthe roadway. The
test site selected for this study consisted of a contiguous
arrangement ofa parallel reflective noise barrier followed
by a single noise barrier. Five-minute energy averaged,
A-weighted noise levels were calculated from data measured simultaneously at identical heights and offset
positions behind the single and parallel barrier arrangement. In addition to noise measurements, meteorological data, vehicle speed data and traffic count data were
obtained. Results show barrier insertion loss degradations of 0.6 to 2.8 dBA, dependent on microphone height
and offset distance behind the barrier.
Authors:
Gregg G. Fleming and Edward J. Rickley
US DOTNNTSC
Kendall Square
Cambridge, MA 02142
Phone: 617 494-2372 Fax: 617 494-2497

Determination of Traffic Noise Barrier
Effectiveness An Evaluation of Noise
Abatement Measures Used on 1-440
The noise abatement efforts used on 1-440 were
studied to evaluate their effectiveness. The results of
tests confirmed that the FHWA abatement criterion for
land use Category B receivers had not been exceeded at
any of forty representative sites. The TDOT criterion for
substantial increase in levels at receivers due to new
highway sources, was exceeded at onlytwo offorty sites.
Noise level reductions as much as 9.5 dB at the
receiver locations were attributed to depressing the
roadways (cut) with the average being 2.8 dB. Of the
forty sites tested, 75 percent realized at least a 5 dB
reduction due to barriers alone (in addition to effect of
cut, if any). The results of 24-hour measurement periods show that insertion losses vary throughout the
day. Comparison tests of absorptive and reflective
barriers at two sites indicated that benefits were realized by the use of absorptive barriers on fill sections
where barriers were installed close to shoulders. An
evaluation of the FHWA STAMINA 2.0 model for highway traffic noise concluded that the model tended to
predict levels higher than those actually measured.
Insertion loss results were obtained utilizing the ANSI
S12.8 Indirect Predicted Method of insertion loss determination This method’s dependence on the accuracy of the prediction model was seen as a limitation to
its usefulness.

Authors: Lloyd Herman, William Bowlby
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[J ENVIRONMENT Environmentally friendly.. Use of renewable and
recycled manterials. Meets EPA standards
~ SAVINGS Cost reductions in site design, system cost, installation
and maintenance
~ SERVICES Complete design/fabrication capability
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In Situ Evaluation of Parallel Barrier
Effectiveness
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Effectiveness of Sound Barriers Along I-270
r Montgomery County, Maryland
( (>n’-i(Icrali()il (~i~.O1ii~(l
lxii ric’r~li~i~
Ix’ univ ,mn iiulv~ I part C )i t Iie h igh~~
ay developmen t I )iO( e ~ind their
vllectivcnvss in reducing noise levels should Ix’ documented wheneverpossible. Such documentation should
demonstrate that monies are indeed being well spent,
and that the tools and procedures used in barrier design
are I) accurately illustratingthe noise impacts associated
with the highway, and 2) generating appropriate and
adequate design solutions to identified noise problems.
This paper presents the results ofthe first in a planned
series ofevaluations ofsound barriersconstructed as part
of improvements to the Interstate Route 270 corridor in
the northwest suburbs of Washington, D.C. Two of six
completed barriers were studied. Two representative
locations along each barrier were chosen for a total of
four test sites. Measurement equipment and computer
hardware and software housed and maintained as part of
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Traffic
Noise Research Mobile Laboratory was used to gather
noise data. In each test 7-8 separate noiseanalyzers were
used fol lowingestabl ished procedures for determination
of insertion loss of highway noise barriers. Comparison
of measured noise levels was made with the noise
prediction computer program STAMI NA/OPTIMA and
barrier insertion loss was calculated for each ofthe four
test sites.
The calculated insertion losses werefound to equal or
exceed those projected during barrier design. Actual
insertion losses ranged from 1 0-I 5 decibels (dBA).
STAMIN/VOPTIMA predictions agreed well with measured values, except for receivers high above the ground
behind the barrier. In this instance, STAMINA consistently over-predicted the level by approximately 34.5 dBA. Further analysis of the phenomena is also
presented.
Additional noise data was collected at multiple reference microphone heights. Significance ofthe results is
also briefly discussed.
.
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Author:
Kenneth D. Polcak
Maryland State Highway Administration
707 North Calvert Street, Room 312
Baltimore, MD 21202
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Noise Barriers for the New Jersey Turnpike
St~.l~’
Ii,~ffi ~I’()\~tl1iic ~‘~ilatvI a ,ip,i il~in re,isc’
for the NewJersey Tumnliike. The addition of extra traffic
lanes was selected as the best solution for accommodating traffic growth and two new lanes were added outside
the existing three lanes in each direction of travel between Interchanges 8A and 9. Extra lanes are now being
added to sections between lnterchanges 1 1 and l5E. The
new traffic lanes brought traffic closer to existing residences, raising noise levels and concerns about quality
of life and property values.
A total of 14 miles of noise barriers have been
designed so farto reduce the impact oftraffic noise. A 6.5
mile long section was constructed in 1990, and its
acoustical performance verified by audited field measurements in 1 991 Part of this section consisted of
parallel barriers and had noise absorptive facings. Measured noise levels indicated an over-prediction by the
computer model used for acoustical design. Other design factors were aesthetic considerations, public involvement in selection ofcolorand surface textures and
the views of structural designers.
The successful outcome of this project was the resu It
ofcooperation between designers and the public’s representatives. The presentation will be illustrated with
color slides.
.
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Technical superiority and demonstrated economy...

Ihe Reinforced Earth Company is a leader in preengineered construction systems for transportation and other civil engineering applications.
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~ Geotechnical Fabrics
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The Reinforced Earth Company
8614 Westwood Center Drive, Suite 1 100
Vienna, Virginia 22182

Tel 703 821-1 175

Fax 703 821-1815

....
..... reinforced earth

Write, fax or telephone for additional information on our Durisol Sound-Absorptive noise
barrier systems. Specifications are available on
request.
The Reinforced Earth Company, with offices in
26 countries worldwide, is the exclusive manufacturer and distributor for DURISOL and FANWALL
NOISE BARRIERS in the United States.
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Free Seminars Available
on Stains for Concrete Soundwall
PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK The Preco Precast Division of
Fosroc Inc., a leader in the manufacture of construction
chemicals, is offering a series of free seminars on the
advantages of environmentally safe stains to improve the
appearance and durability of concrete soundwalls.
These seminars are designed for specifiers and are held onsite. All attendees will receive a technical binder with
valuable information concerning concrete soundwal Is,
stains and coatings.
Interested parties should contact Ms. Ten Devine as
indicated below, and reference The WaD Journal when
doing so.

FOSROC INC.
-

135 Dupont Street
Plainview, NY 11803

Tel: 800 645-1237
Fax: 516 576-0802
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